
Justification of Label Location 

Regarding: E-Label of MWB-300A7., FCC ID: 2AD5KMWB300,  IC ID: 22232MWB300

We, PARTRON CO., LTD., hereby declare that the e-label requirements of CFR Title 47 §2.935 

Electronic labeling of radiofrequency devices are all met as below: 

Description Detailed FCC Requirements Comply 

Applicable Equipment 
Scope 

Device equipped with an integrated electronic display 
screen, or a RF device without an integrated screen that can 
only operate in conjunction with a device that has an 
electronic display screen, e.g. IP Camera, Tablet, Game 
Console, Media Streaming Devices, Wearable device 
without display, Wireless USB dongle. 

Y 

Instructions to access 
regulatory information 
provided 

Instructions on how to access the information in the 
operating instructions, inserts in packaging material, or other 
easily accessible format at the time of purchase. The access 
instructions may also be provided via the product-related 
Web site, if such a Web site exists; the packaging material 
must provide specific instructions on how to locate the Web 
site information. 

Y 
See below 
justification 1&2 

Three Steps Access Permit access to the information without requiring special 
codes, accessories or permissions and the access to this 
information must not require more than three steps from the 
device setting menu. The number of steps does not include 
those steps for use of screen locks, passcodes or similar 
security protection designed to control overall device access. 

Y 
See below 
justification 2 

Legible W/O Aid Displayed electronically in a manner that is clearly legible 
without the aid of magnification; 

Y 

3rd Party Modification 

Restriction 

Must be secured in such a manner that third-parties cannot 
modify it. 

Y 

Additional “Label” Labeling information must also be labeled, either on the 
device or its packaging that permits the devices to be 
identified at the time of importation, marketing, and sales as 
complying with the FCC's equipment authorization 
requirements. Devices can be labeled with a stick-on label, 
printing on the packaging, a label on a protective bag, or by 
similar means. Any removable label shall be of a type 
intended to survive normal shipping and handling and must 
only be removed by the customer after purchase. 

Y 
See below 
justification 3 



1. E-label contents:

- Model name  

- Input power 

- Manufacturer and Manufacturing location 

- FCC ID, IC ID and FCC Logo 

2. E-label access instruction in manual screenshot:

3. Physical and Temporary label for purchasing and importation

Describe the physical temporary label is temporary label or the label on the packaging at

the time of importation, marketing, and sales

 。FCC label will be printed on the user’s manual and packaging permanently. 

Print Name: Youlim Shin 

Signature: 

On behalf of Company: PARTRON CO., LTD. 

Telephone: +82-31-201-7700 

E-mail: shinyoulim@partron.co.kr 

1 step 2 step 3 step 

Title:  assistant research engineer 




